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Introduction
A fire Interface plan was requested by the Municipality of North Cowichan in relation to a development
permit application for a circuit extension (phase 2) of the Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit (VIMC) in
North Cowichan. Econ Consulting was retained by JE Anderson & Associates on behalf of their client to
prepare the plan.
The property is located within the Municipality of North Cowichan on the border with Area E of the
Cowichan Valley Regional District. It occurs within an area of the wildfire urban interface dominated by
industrial forest land to the north and west and by rural and urban interface to the south and east.
Public concern has been expressed in relation to fire hazard associated with the development permit
application noting that the Official Community Plan identifies "a portion of the development area as an
Extreme Fire Hazard zone"1,23.
This fire interface plan assesses the entire property including the existing motorsport circuit, the
proposed development area (circuit extension), and undeveloped property to the north. The plan
considers biophysical and climatic attributes, site operations, construction and related activities
including emergency response in relation to the risk of a fire initiating and spreading from the site into
the surrounding wildfire urban interface (WUI).
This plan provides recommendations aimed at mitigating and managing the risk of wildfire during
construction and operation of the site.

Methodology
Background information relating to this plan was assessed from documents, plans and reports supplied
by the client, and from public information available from the internet. A site visit was conducted on May
16, 2019. It included interviews with site staff, a tour of the property including motor circuit operations,
the proposed phase 2 development and adjacent property to the north and surrounding interface areas
to the south and west/northwest of the site.
The field reconnaissance forms the basis for fire behaviour prediction (FBP) fuel type classification4 of
forest and vegetation types within and adjacent to the site. Further classification of fuel types extending
beyond the immediate surroundings were interpreted using a combination of Google Earth ProTM
imagery (2004-2018) together with information available from the CVRD Web Map and Provincial Imap
applications.

1

Sahtlam Neighborhood Association website / Race track issues /
CVRD Web Map
3
Community Wildfire Protection Plan for North Cowichan 2006
2

4

BC Wildfire Fuel Typing and Fuel Type Layer Description (2015) / Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (1992)
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Project Area Description
The project area (the Vancouver Island Motor Circuit property) is located on the north side of the
Cowichan Valley Highway (Highway 18) approximately 6km west of the intersection with the Island
highway. It encompasses part of Section 3 (Parcel A Plan EPP35449) and Sections 4 and 5, Range 1,
Somenos District. The circuit extension subject to the development permit application is located within
Section 4 while the existing motorsport circuit is located to the south in the part of Section 3. Section 5,
located to the north remains undeveloped.

Vancouver Island Motor Circuit
The Vancouver Island Motor Circuit was established at the site in 2015/16. It consists of a 15.5ha cleared
area that contains motorsport road track comprised of five different track configurations, a clubhouse
building and maintenance garage, parking lot and area used for driver training courses. The paved track
which features 19 corners and 91 meters of elevation change per lap is designed for high performance
driving for enthusiasts, vehicle testing and driver training.
The circuit is custom engineered including all surfaces, curves, slopes, pavement markings, surface
drainage, gravel runaway verges, and rubber tire and metal safety barriers on sections of the course.
The area around the perimeter of the track and between internal loops of the track is landscaped and
mowed grass or bare earth. There is a buffer of 15 and 25 metres between the edge of the track and
adjacent vegetation / forest cover.
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The facility emphasizes that it is not a race track and maintains a strong safety culture, closely
monitoring all driving activities. Staff indicated that accidents (vehicle leaving the track) are extremely
rare with the exception of one uphill corner in the middle of the circuit where drivers can spin out when
applying power too early in the curve. There has been one vehicle fire at the facility since the circuit
opened.
While some vehicles used at the track for training purposes are modified for performance, vehicles that
use the circuit tend to be commercially available models and use conventional fuels. Motorsport
enthusiasts bring their own vehicles to the circuit and manufacturers and dealers use the track for
vehicle testing and promotion.

Circuit Extension
VIMC is planning to extend the motorsport circuit into the adjacent property to the north (Section 4
Range 1) of the existing circuit. The new development will include an extension to the existing track,
vehicle storage garages, an off road vehicle circuit, and space for a future clubhouse.
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The extended circuit will be built within the existing second growth 40 year old second growth conifer
forest stand to the north of the existing circuit and also extends into the younger 15 year old
regenerating stand and open area as far as Bing Creek to the east. The new track is designed around the
central Menzies Creek draw and riparian area and crosses two tributaries in north west corner. Due to
the riparian environmental values, existing forest cover and related vegetation will be retained within
the circuit area (unlike the existing circuit). Clearing widths will be minimised to a few metres in some
areas. There will also be cuts and fills along portions of the track. A detailed description of the extent of
the development and retention footprint can be found in the environmental impact assessment report.5
The adjacent VIMC property (Section 5) immediately to the north of the circuit extension will remain in
it's current state containing the remainder of the 40 year old second growth stand, a central strip of the
15 year old naturally regenerating clearcut, and a mix of young immature conifer and older forest cover
in the north east corner. The development area is bordered by an older ~60-70 year maturing Douglas fir
stand to the west.

Property Boundaries
The entire property is surrounded by a chain link fence with several locked access gates. The existing
motorsport circuit is also enclosed within a fence separated from the undeveloped part of the property.
The fencing and security limits potential access by the general public and mitigates risk of fire ignition
from outside parties using the area.

Wildland Urban Interface
Surroundings
The VIMC property is bordered by industrial forest land to the north and west. A BC Hydro transmission
line and right of way runs roughly east/west to the north of the property. There is a dispersed cluster of
four private residences on large rural properties between 1.5km and 2.5km to the north west.
To the south, the project area is bordered by Highway 18 and by a fringe of mixed forest and wildland
urban interface with several private residences accessed by Mina Drive and within 1km further south, by
the Sahtlam Road rural neighborhood. A combination of agricultural land, private industrial forest and
mixed bare heavy industrial land is located to the east and south.
The following provide a summary of aspects of the site that are relevant to the fire interface plan. A
more comprehensive biophysical description of the site can be found in the Environmental Impact
Assessment for the Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit report prepared by Aquaparian Environmental
Consulting Ltd.

5

Environmental Impact Assessment - Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit, 2018 - S. Bonar, C. Zamora, Aquaparian
Environmental Consulting Ltd.
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Climate
The site lies predominantly within the Moist Maritime Coast al Douglas-fir Subzone (CDFmm) with the
upper portions of the property above 150m transitioning between the Very Dry Maritime Coastal
Western Hemlock Zone (CWHxm1). The CDF occurs at low elevations (below 150m) along southeast
Vancouver Island. The CWHxm occurs up the east side and interior valleys of Vancouver Island as well as
on the mainland Fraser Valley and Sunshine Coast. Both zones occur in the rain shadow of Vancouver
Island and the Olympic Peninsula and are characterised with warm, dry summers and mild, wet winter.
Summer moisture deficits typically occur on drier and zonal sites6.

Forest Cover
Forest cover is a mix of second growth conifer stands between 5 and 80+ years old, predominantly
Douglas fir with a mix of western hemlock and minor amounts western red cedar and deciduous species
(bigleaf maple and red alder). Most of the stands have originated from past clearcut harvesting and
therefore tend to be even aged and uniform in structure. The range in ages presents a variety of
structural stages from young sapling regeneration through dense closed canopy pole stages with little
understory to well developed mature stands with mixed crown closure and developing under stories.
These age class and structural stages are key determinants for the assignment of FBP fuel type classes.
Cleared and non-reforested areas consist of bare ground and or mixed shrub herb complex.

Topography
The property occurs on a south facing aspect on the lower flanks of Mt Prevost. The two lower sections
of the property occur on gently rising undulating terrain the begins to climb more moderately and
consistently in the back third of the property up towards the Mt Prevost ridgeline 500m elevation and
3.5km to the North. The elevation within the property ranges from approximately 105 to 220m above
sea level.

Soils
The soils occurring within the project area are described by Aquaparian Environmental Consultants in
the Environmental Impact Assessment report as being associated with the Shawnigan and Hillier soil
taxonomies. Both of these types are deep gravelly to sandy / loamy deposits and are rapidly drained
indicating increased potential for moisture deficits and drought stress during dry summers. These
conditions contribute to faster drying out of surface vegetation and are a contributing factor to summer
fire danger ratings and increasing hazard for fire ignition and spread during dry periods.

Fire Weather
Weather and climate are significant determinants of fire weather and wildfire hazard. Local weather and
wind patterns can have a significant impact on fire behavior and control and can be used to understand
hazards. The combination of temperature, humidity, wind and precipitation all impact fire weather
indices and risk of ignition and spread.
6

Green & Klinka 1994, A Field Guide to Site Identification and Interpretation for the Vancouver Forest Region.
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Components of the Canadian Forest Fire Behaviour Predictive (FBP) System
Weather stations provide hourly observations and are supplemented by data from the network of
stations to provide fire weather forecasts and support the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System
(CFFDRS). More information on the system can be found online at Natural Resources Canada.
https://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/background/summary/fdr.
The nearest fire weather stations are located at North Cowichan (6km east) and Mesachie Lake (26km to
the west at Lake Cowichan. Weather data and fire danger ratings are maintained and published daily
and can be found on the BC Wildfire Service website.
Wind plays a major role in fire weather and fire behaviour and spread. The two prevailing weather
patterns on south east Vancouver Island include winds from the south (southwest to southeast) and
northwest outflow winds. Winds are typically gentle through the summer but can experience sustained
strong periods, particularly during high pressure outflow or marine inflow conditions.
Upslope winds from southern quarters have the most potential to influence fire escape from the
property. Fire escape to the south is less probable due to the amount of open ground that acts as a fire
break, including the highway, and adjacent fuel types.
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Fuel Types
After weather and climate, vegetation and biomass are the other key ingredients that influence wildfire
hazard and behaviour. Forest ecosystems tend to build up more biomass over time than is lost through
decomposition. This biomass consists of understory vegetation as well as leaves, needles, fine branches,
branches, tops, dead stems and coarse woody debris from broken branches, windthrown or fallen trees.
This biomass accumulates in layers on the forest floor building thick organic mats of fine materials, and
accumulations of larger materials that may be dead or alive, lying flat on the ground, standing vertically,
or arranged horizontally, raised above the ground where they can dry out and cure, ready to burn
quickly if provided an ignition source. The degree of understory vegetation and/or biomass
accumulation and it's arrangement is related to forest stand age, stand structure, and site ecology.
Fuel types are classified according to the Canadian Forest Fire Behaviour Prediction (FBP) System7 which
classifies forest fuels into sub-categories based on species composition, surface fuels and stand
structure. These are based primarily on boreal forest vegetation but have been adapted for use in BC
including coastal BC8. The coastal BC equivalents were used as reference to classify the vegetation
within the project area and surrounding the project area to assess relative fire hazard and identify
measures to mitigate these hazards.
The following table and map summarizes the fuel types occurring within and around the project site.
The variety of fuel types encountered is a reflection of the variety of forest harvesting in the area over
time resulting in a variety of age and structural classes.
Fuel
Type
C2

Structure

Tree Species

Immature

Tree
Type
Conifer

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw

Age
(yr)
10-20

C3

Mature

Conifer

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw

40-90

C4

Immature

Conifer

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw

20-40

C5

Mat & Old

Conifer

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw

>90

C7

Imm-Mat

Conifer

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw

20-80

M2

Mixed

D1

Imm - Mat Old
Imm-Mat

Decid

Fd, Cw, Hw,
Pl, Dr, Mb, At
Mb, Dr, At

2080+
5-80

M2R
O1
O1a

Shrub/ Regen
Grass
Shrub/herb

Conifer
None
None

Fd,Hw,Pl,Cw
n/a
n/a

5-10
grass
<5

7
8

Ht
Crown
(m) Closure
5-10 Semiopen
30- closed
40
10- closed
20
35- multi
45
closed
20- multi
40
semi op
25- multi
40
semi
15- closed
30
<5
open
<2
open
<2
open

Burn
Potential
Mod-High

WUI
Threat
High

Moderate

High

Mod-High

Very High

Low-Mod

Moderate

Low-Mod

Moderate

Low-Mod

Low-Mod

Low

Low

Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
Low

Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group 1992; Taylor et al.1997
BC Wildfire Fuel Typing and Fuel Type Layer Description 2015; Perrakis et al
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The map shows that the property contains a variety of fuel types including open shrub dominated
ground (O1a), bare ground and young regenerating stands (M2R) with low burn potential and that
would act as effective fire breaks. It also includes a mix of immature to mature stands and fuel types
(C2,C4, C5) and these have a range of moderate to high burn potential and high to very high wildland
urban interface hazard levels.
The areas surrounding the property, particularly to the north and west are comprised of areas of the
more volatile C4 fuel type and extensive contiguous areas of the C3 fuel type that extends for kilometers
to the north and northwest, uphill and away from the property.
The young M2R plantation type directly to the west of the existing circuit currently acts as a fire break,
however over time (next several decades) will develop into a C4 and then C3 type.
To the south and east of the VIMC property, where greater and more proximate interface densities
occur the combination of the highway right of way acting as a fire break, and the M2 ( older mixed
deciduous and conifer) fuel type has a low to moderate burn potential and WUI threat level.
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Ignition sources
Forest fire statistics indicate that particularly in interface areas and on southern Vancouver Island that
the majority of fires are human caused from escaped burns on private or industrial land, campfires and
recreation use of the forest, and infrastructure interactions from hydro, road access . Natural causes
such as lighting occur less frequently on southern Vancouver Island.
Public concern related to fire escape from the Vancouver Island Motorsport Circuit is rooted in concern
over escape from potential vehicle fires on the site during routine operations including scenarios where
a vehicle might leave the track (including the off road area) and ignite adjacent vegetation. Although this
is mitigated through track design, safety features including barriers and deceleration (runaway) strips,
fuel management in buffer areas (mowing) and safety standards for track use, emergency preparedness
and response there always remains some inherent risk. This risk is not considered to be considered to be
inherently higher than the inherent risks of fire ignition arising from other human activities in the
surrounding interface.
The risk of ignition arising from industrial activities during construction of the circuit extension is also a
possibility although this should be mitigated through normal adherence to operational provisions of the
Wildfire Act and Regulations.

Hazard Assessment
From a fire hazard perspective the existing motor sport circuit presents a low risk due to the large
clearing devoid of vegetation except maintained (mowed grass) in the verges, width of the cleared
buffer around the track, gravel runaway verges and crash fences on corners.
Similar design parameters will be implemented in the phase 2 expansion of the circuit. The difference is
that existing vegetative forest cover will be retained within the center of the track configuration
(Menzies Creek riparian area), between loops at the west end and more closely (narrower clearing
width) along the north boundary.
The majority of the retained vegetation is comprised of the type C4 -forty year old conifer stand which
has a moderate to high burn potential. This is related to the existing stand structure that includes the
accumulation of small to medium sized fuels related to mortality within the stand from stem exclusion
and shaded lower branches as the crowns rise. These conditions increase the potential for rapid ignition
and fire extension under dry seasonal conditions and are the primary source of fire hazard on the
property.
The potential for fire extension and spread from the property into adjacent areas is highly dependent on
fire danger, weather and fire behaviour. Natural and existing fire breaks to the north ( BC Hydro
transmission corridor), to the east (open, cleared industrial land), and to the south (Highway 18 and
adjacent M2 mixed forest/fuel type) reduce the probability of escape to low under normal
circumstances. Most fire behaviour on southern Vancouver Island tends to be lower to variable intensity
ground fires, but the potential for higher intensity crown fires with spotting exists under extreme fire
weather conditions.
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Fire Interface Plan Recommendations
A fire interface plan is typically designed for protecting wild land urban interface in and around a
community and are developed by local and regional governments in relation to jurisdictional boundaries
and community interface areas. A fire interface plan focuses on assessing hazards based on local
biogeoclimatic, biophysical, and infrastructure factors and identifying preventative measures to mitigate
risks and the hazards associated with them.
In the case of this development application, the fire interface plan is designed mitigate hazards within
and adjacent to the development site and identifies recommendations related to activities and
operations on the site to mitigate these hazards and the risk of fire initiation and spread.
The following recommendations are therefore prescribed:

Fire smart / vegetation management
Much of phase 2 is located within, C4 fuel type characterized by a dense, young 30 y/o Douglas fir forest
stand with dense raised canopy and moderate to high levels of fine ladder fuels consisting of persistent
dry dead branches and a mix of standing or fallen dead or dying suppressed saplings and poles in the
understory.
To mitigate the risk of fire ignition and spread within the C4 type during construction and subsequent
operations, the following vegetation and stand management strategies are prescribed:
•
•
•
•

•

remove / chip, or mulch all slash generated from clearing vegetation and trees within the new
track right of ways
do not pile slash adjacent to operating areas, access roads, or the track
clean up any residual slash from previous clearing including windthrow along residual timber
edges
treat an area of at least 20-30m from the residual stand edge alongside the new track by
pruning dead branches and removing / chipping/ mulching dead and down fine fuels. This will
reduce the potential for initial fire spread within the areas adjacent to the track.
that VIMC review the BC FireSmart program https://firesmartbc.ca/

Access Management
•

•

Maintain road and trail access within the property, particularly in the upper portion of the
property (Section 5) above the extension area to allow for quick response capability and long
term monitoring.
Keep all roads and trail free of brush, windthrow and soil erosion that might prevent access.

Emergency Preparedness and Response
Current emergency preparedness and response is focussed on dealing with vehicle fires and employs a
rapid response vehicle and equipment including a battery of large fire extinguishers, PPE, and a fire
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blanket used for safely covering and extinguishing a burning vehicle9. There has been one vehicle fire
incident that occurred sine 2016 on the grassy verge in the middle of the test track area, the vehicle was
a write off and there was no extension. The fire blanket was subsequently acquired. Track staff indicated
that they have had limited training in vehicle fire suppression beyond the use of extinguishers and the
blanket. For larger fires and emergency situations staff rely on local fire department response.
It is recommended that:
•
•

•

9

VIMC review emergency response procedures, equipment, and training in relation to the
potential for interface fires.
Track staff receive further fire initial response training for both:
o dealing with vehicle fires (contact local fire department) and,
o initial attack of any fire escape into surrounding vegetation (S100 course).
Develop a written fire response plan for the site including response procedures to a variety of
fire scenarios.

http://bridgehill.com/eng/car-fire-blanket/
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Conclusion
Econ Consulting was retained by JE Anderson and Associates to provide a Fire Interface Plan for
submission with a Development Permit Application to the Municipality of North Cowichan.
This report was prepared and is submitted by Len Apedaile RPF based on an assessment of the VIMC site
and surrounding interface areas and related background information.

______________________________
Len Apedaile RPF
Partner, Sr. Forester
Econ Consulting
250 337-5588

June 19, 2019
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Appendix 1: FBP Fuel Type Descriptions10:
FPB Fuel Type C2 Coastal Equivalent (conifer, immature, Fd, Hw, Pl, Cw)
Low to high elevation even aged or uneven aged forest stands. Majority of trees are live with a lower
percentage of fine and moderate fuels and higher percentage of large fuels. Sites vary from sea level to
700m elevation with little to no snowfall, moist winters, dry summers and zonal water deficits. These
fuel types can support crown fire and pose a spotting threat to WUI areas. They pose a high WUI threat.

FBP Fuel Type C3 – Coastal Equivalent (conifer, mature, Fd, Hw, Pl, Cw)
Low to high elevation even aged or uneven aged forest stands. Majority of trees are live with a lower
percentage of fine and moderate fuels and higher percentage of large fuels. Sites vary from sea level to
700m elevation with little to no snowfall, moist winters, dry summers and zonal water deficits. These
fuel types can support crown fire and pose a spotting threat to WUI areas. They pose a high WUI threat.

FBP Fuel Type C4 – Coastal Equivalent (conifer, immature, closed, Fd, Hw, Pl, Cw)
Low to high elevation even aged or uneven aged forest stands. Majority of trees are live with a lower
percentage of fine and moderate fuels and higher percentage of large fuels. Sites vary from sea level to
700m elevation with little to no snowfall, moist winters, dry summers and zonal water deficits. These
fuel types can support crown fire and pose a spotting threat to WUI areas. They pose a very high WUI
threat.

FBP Fuel Type M2 – Coastal Equivalent (mixed wood, green, Fd, Cw, Hw, Pl, Dr, Mb)
Low to high elevation uneven aged moist forest stands. Majority of trees are living with a high
percentage of large fuels and layer of moist, fine fuel, co-dominant vegetation. Sites range between sea
level and 900m elevation. Lower elevations with little to no snowfall and moist winters. Sites remain
moist during majority of summer. Assumed to be leaf-on (green) stage. Typical sites include riparian
zones and wetlands. These fuel types can support crown fire and pose a spotting threat to WUI areas
where the coniferous component is >50%. They pose a low-moderate WUI threat.

FBP Fuel Type S3 – Cedar/Hemlock/Douglas fir Slash* (slash, coastal, Fd, Cw, Hw, Pl)
*Coastal equivalent not required as this fuel type is recognized by the Fire Behaviour Prediction system.
Conifer slash that is one to two seasons old. Variations of this fuel type include sites that are harvested
to varying utilization standards and those harvested, de-stumped and prepared for other non-forestry

10

These descriptions are taken from a review of a variety of current Community Wildfire Protection Plans in place
for communities on southern Vancouver Island including: the Nanaimo Regional District: eg Dashwood Community
Wildfire Protection Plan: Strategic Forest Consultants 2010; The Alberni -Clayoquot Regional District Community
Wildfire Protection Plan (BA Blackwell & Associates) 2010.
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land-use purposes. These fuel types do not support crown fire and do not pose a spotting threat to WUI
areas. They pose a low WUI threat.

FBP Fuel Type O1 – Grass* (open, grass)
*Coastal equivalent not required as this fuel type is recognized by the Fire Behaviour Prediction system.
Continuous standing grass partially or fully cured. Consider fuel type modifiers such as structure (matted
or standing) and degree of curing (i.e. seasonality. Curing must be >50% for fire spread). Scattered
shrubs or small trees may be present. These fuel types do not support crown fire and do not pose a
spotting threat to WUI areas. They pose a low WUI threat compared to other fuel types.

C5 fuel type
Structure Stage
Tree Species
Tree Species Type
Understory
Vegetation
Average Age
Average Height
Crown Closure
Burn Potential

Mature and Old Forest Dominant
Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir), Thuja plicata (western redcedar), Tsuga
heterophylla (western hemlock), Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce)
> 80% Coniferous
Moderate (> 40% cover)
> 90 yrs
35 – 45 m
40 – 70 %
Low; however, if fire is wind driven then there is a moderate potential for
active crown

C7 fuel type
Structure Stage
Dominant Tree
Species
Tree Species Type
Understory
Vegetation
Average Age
Average Height
Crown Closure
Burn Potential

Pole/Sapling to Mature Forest
Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir), Thuja plicata (western redcedar), Tsuga
heterophylla (western hemlock)
> 80% Coniferous
Variable depending on site quality and moisture availability
20 – 80 yrs
20 – 40 m
20 – 40%
Low; however, if fire is wind driven then there is a low to moderate potential
for active crown fire.

D1 fuel type
Structure Stage
Dominant Tree
Species

Shrub/Herb to Mature Forest
Acer macrophyllum (bigleaf maple), Alnus rubra (red alder), Populus
trichocarpa (cottonwood)
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Tree Species Type
Understory
Vegetation
Average Age
Average Height
Crown Closure
Burn Potential

> 80% Deciduous
High (> 90% cover)
10 – 70 yrs
15– 30 m
40 – 70 %
Low

M2R fuel type
Structure Stage

Shrub/Herb

Dominant Tree Species

Young regenerating stands of Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir), Thuja
plicata (western redcedar), Tsuga heterophylla (western hemlock)
Coniferous
variable
5 - 20 yrs
<10 m
20 - 40%
Low

Tree Species Type
Understory Vegetation
Average Age
Average Height
Crown Closure
Burn Potential

O1a fuel type
Structure Stage
Dominant Tree Species
Tree Species
Understory Vegetation
Age
Height
Crown Closure
Burn Potential

Shrub/Herb
None
Type
Moderate - High Average
< 5 yrs Average
< 2m
< 20%
Low
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Appendix 2 - VIMC Site photographs

South west corner of VIMC - M2 fuel type

Young regenerating stand (M2R type) west of VIMC
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North west corner of VIMC showing three stand/ fuel types: M2R (left), C3 (centre), C4 (right)

40 year old Douglas fir stand (C4 type) north of VIMC and site of planned circuit extension
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Menzies Creek and boundary between property sections 3 &4 looking west

Example of fuel loading and ladder fuels in exposed edge of C4 type along north boundary of existing
circuit. These conditions can be expected within retained timber adjacent cleared sections of the new
circuit within the C4 type and are the primary target of pruning and chipping treatments within a 2030m zone during construction.
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Open O1a type at east end of circuit expansion site

Access Road through to upper property. C4 type on left, regenerating M2R type on right.
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Mina Drive interface area and M2 fuel types south of VIMC and Highway 28

BC Hydro ROW at Hillcrest Road looking east
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Mature conifer stand and C3 fuel type
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